Aussie

AUSSIE eco clean domestic cold water blaster

Pumps

Model Numbers: Concept F140

Product Description:
This machine is ideal for the domestic user who is looking for
a commercial grade machine that is cost effective, reliable and
that will provide years of service.
With an effective working pressure of 3,000 psi when used
with the Turbomaster lance, this machine has a brass pump
head to give lasting performance.
Only a 10 amp supply is needed due to the efficient heavy
duty induction motor. Using high pressure to clean reduces
the amount of water required.

Applications:
Clean up around the home
Car washing
Patio cleaning
Washing down gutters
Drain clearing

Specifications:
Model

Pump
Pressure

EWP Pressure
with Turbo
Master

Flow
rate
(lpm)

Engine

Pump
rpm

Weight
(kg)

Dimensions
(mm)

Concept F140

140 bar
2000 psi

190 bar
3000 psi

9

2.2kW Induction
motor

2800

29

350 x 430 x 930

NB: EWP figures theoretical only

Features:

Benefits:

Heavy duty, high density polypropylene chassis

Durable

Heavy duty induction motor

More efficient motor - only 10amp plug required

Brass pump with stainless steel pistons

Superior performance and outstanding pump life

Total stop protection

Automatic shutdown of machine protecting against low
water supply and excessive bypass operation

Brass couplings on gun/hose

Long life for fittings

Heavy duty integrated trolley

User friendly with excellent mobility

Integrated 5 litre detergent injection and tank

Convenient

Easy start valve

Easy to use

Only 9 litres per minute flow

Water efficient cleaning

Aussie Turbomaster lance

Maximizes pressure of machine for increased
effectiveness

Pro gun with quick coupler connecting lance with unique
Aussie Vario nozzle that adjusts high to low pressure and
varies nozzle angle at the twist of the wrist

Professional accessories for ease of use and
effectiveness

Pro 8 metre high pressure wire braided rubber hose as
standard

Long reach for convenience

Optional Accessories:
Hose Reel to suit 8 metre hose

Rotary brush

Pump saver line strainer

Sandblast kit

Drain cleaning accessories

Additional hose lengths

Car brush

Pro gun foamer
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